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Abstract

Label switched networks have become increasingly at-
tractive to both network providers and customers. By cre-
ating aggregate, bandwidth-reserved flows, these networks
offer routing flexibility, predictable bandwidth usage, and
quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning. This flexibility in
routing enables fault-persistent QoS reservations, where
connectivity and allotted bandwidth remains available,
even if some links or network nodes fail. The automatic
switch-over from a now-defunct path to a new, working path
is known as restoration. Restoring bandwidth-guaranteed
paths requires allocation of resources on backup paths that
will be used in the event of faults. In this paper, we in-
vestigate distributed algorithms for routing with backup
restoration. Specifically, we propose a new concept of
Backup Load Distribution Matrix that captures partial net-
work state, greatly reducing the amount of routing informa-
tion maintained and transmitted while achieving efficient
bandwidth usage. We present and simulate two new dis-
tributed routing algorithms, which provide significant im-
provements in rejection rates and provide substantial sav-
ings in bandwidth used and call setup time compared to ex-
isting algorithms.

1 Introduction

The concept of Label Switching has its roots in virtual-
circuit networks. Using a simple label to base switching de-
cisions on became widely popular with the advent of Asyn-
chronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology. It has since
been extended and adapted to a wide range of networks, in-
cluding optical networking technologies such as wavelength
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switching and new electronic packet switching technologies
such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS). These
networks offer connectivity to their clients in the form of
an end-to-end Label Switched Path (LSP) with bandwidth
and/or delay guarantees.

When uninterrupted network connectivity is necessary,
a client may use LSPs from two (or more) Network Ser-
vice Providers (NSP) to deal with occasional network fail-
ures. However, this requires multiple physical connections
(ports) to different NSPs and wastes (at least) half the band-
width. To avoid this, an NSP may provide an enhanced ser-
vice with additional guarantees: for every client request, the
NSP sets up two LSPs, one primary LSP that is used under
normal circumstances, and a backup LSP that is activated
in the event of disruption of the primary path due to link or
switch failures. It is possible to conceive a service wherein
� backup paths are setup for every primary path to protect
against potentially � � � simultaneous link failures. As the
chances for link or switch outages are already very low, the
probability of multiple simultaneous outages is much lower.
Therefore, in our work, we focus only on a single backup
path for every primary path.

The mechanism used for detection of path disruption and
switch-over to backup path has two variants:

(1) Backup path with protection: In this case, in the event
of a link failure, the endpoints of the path detect path dis-
ruption and switch to the secondary path. This however re-
quires hardware support on router/switch ports to detect link
failures. (2) Backup path with restoration: In this case, sec-
ondary path is configured only in the event of disruption of
primary path. The failure detection and subsequent signal-
ing to activate the backup path is performed using out-of-
band mechanisms implemented in control software.

Note that in both cases, resources are always allocated on
primary and backup path. However, in the first case, backup
path is always active and always consumes resources. In the
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second case, one can conceivably use resources on backup
paths for improving performance for best-effort traffic. In
this paper, we focus on the problem of routing bandwidth
guaranteed paths with restoration in generic label switching
networks.

Clearly, compared to the scenario where the client buys
two independent paths, backup restoration provisioned by
the service provider improves the overall network utiliza-
tion.

1.1 Research Contributions

In this paper, we investigate distributed algorithms for
routing of bandwidth guaranteed LSPs with backup restora-
tion in the context of static and dynamically reconfigurable
label switched IP (MPLS) and optical networks. We pro-
pose a new concept of Backup Load Distribution (BLD)
matrix that captures partial network state and eliminates
problems of bandwidth wastage found in algorithms re-
ported in the literature. We describe two new distributed
routing algorithms that utilize the BLD matrix and run in
bounded time. The proposed BLD matrix can be exchanged
among peer routers or switches using the OSPF extensions
for Quality-of-Service (QoS) routing [2] and therefore, our
algorithms can be realized in the existing internet architec-
ture. Our simulation results for sample network topologies
show 50% reduction in the number of rejected requests and
30-40% savings in total bandwidth used for backup.

1.2 Outline

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the background material for the remaining
discussion in the paper. Section 3 describes the limitations
of using partial network state information consisting of only
three state variables per link, namely residual bandwidth,
bandwidth for primary paths, and bandwidth for backup
paths. The concept of BLD matrix that eliminates these
limitations is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, we then
describe our two new algorithms that use the BLD matrix.
Section 6 describes our simulation experiments with some
realistic network topologies. Finally, Section 7 presents our
conclusions.

2 Background

In this section, we will present relevant background ma-
terial on various aspects of the problem of routing band-
width guaranteed backup paths.

2.1 Characteristics of Routing Algorithms

Our routing schemes are online as they route a new path
request based only on the knowledge of the current state of

the network and do not exploit properties of the future re-
quests. Also, our routing schemes need knowledge of only
partial or subset of the total network state. One can design
schemes with varying degrees of partial state. Lakshman
et al. [7] describes one such partial information scenario
wherein for every link � with capacity ��, three state vari-
ables are maintained and exchanged among peering routers:
(1)��: Amount of bandwidth used on link� by all primary
paths that use link �. (2) ��: Amount of bandwidth used
by all backup paths that contain link �. (3) ��: Residual
capacity on the link � defined as �� � ��� ����. Our al-
gorithms use these three per-link state variables and a new
form of state called Backup Load Distribution matrix.

2.2 Fault Model

In the context of protected path routing it is important
to consider two kinds of failures, namely link failures and
router failures. A common fault model for link failures as-
sumed in literature and justified by network measurements
[8] is that at any given time only one link in the network
fails. In our work, we use this failure model to devise our
algorithms. Note that a simple but wasteful way to deal with
multiple link failures is to reserve multiple backup connec-
tions. For example, if we assume a maximum two simulta-
neous link failures, reserving two backups for every primary
will guarantee uninterrupted connectivity in the worst case
when two out of three reserved paths fail. However, if ma-
jority of the times, two links that fail simultaneously belong
to the same path, the second backup may be a waste.

Unlike telephone switches, modern routers still do not
support five or seven nine reliability and therefore, in mod-
ern IP networks, unlike phone networks, router failures may
be more frequent than link failures. Clearly, if primary and
backup paths are routed to account for a single node and/or
link failure, they must be link and node disjoint. A easy way
to achieve this is to model router failure as a link failure.
This technique, often used in distributed systems, represents
a router by two nodes connected by a link with infinite ca-
pacity. The router failure is then simulated by a failure on
this infinite-bandwidth link. In our work, we again assume
that at any given time only one link or router fails.

2.3 Backup Path Sharing

The concept of backup path sharing exploits the fault
models described above and is central to efficient routing of
backup paths. The fault model of single-link failure guaran-
tees that in the event of a link failure, if two primary paths
are link disjoint, they won’t fail simultaneously. In this
case, the backup paths for these primary paths can share
all (or fewer) links, since both backup paths will never be
active at the same time. In other words, if two LSPs, each
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with bandwidth requirement of � units, are routed on link-
disjoint paths, they can use the same backup path with ca-
pacity �. Such bandwidth sharing allows one of the two
primary paths to use the backup “for free.” The goal of
the routing algorithm therefore is to maximize backup path
sharing to maximize usable bandwidth.

The amount of sharing that can be achieved by an online
algorithm over a series of � requests can depend on the
amount of state information at its disposal. Limited amount
of state information can lead to pessimistic link selection
and increased request rejection.

2.4 Widest Open Shortest Path First

The Widest Shortest Path First (WSPF) algorithm was
first proposed by Guerin et al. [3] for primary path routing
of bandwidth guaranteed paths. Since our schemes use this
algorithm, we will present it briefly.

C1

C2

C3

C4

CN

CN-1

Min-hop SPF
Tree0

New Req: C3 < b  < C4

Figure 1. WSPF data structures

The drawback of traditional Shortest Path First (SPF) al-
gorithm is that it yields an optimal solution for a single re-
quest, however, over a span of � requests, it can lead to
high request rejection and low network utilization [3, 7].
The WSPF algorithm alleviates this problem by selecting
a shortest path with maximum (“widest”) residual capacity
on its component links. To minimize overheads of comput-
ing the shortest path and distributing the state information
in a distributed implementation, Guerin at al. propose two
ideas (Figure 1): (1) Quantization: Quantize the bandwidth
on a link into a fixed set of ranges or bins. When a new path
request is received, the request is mapped to a fixed bin and
can be satisfied by selecting a path with links that belong to
that or a higher bin. (2) Pre-computation: For each quanti-
zation level or bin, store a pre-computed SPF tree from ev-
ery source edge router to all destination edge routers. Note
that every time the residual bandwidth on a link changes a
quantization level, the SPF tree for the new level and the old
level need to be recomputed. The complexity of the WSPF
pre-computation for � bandwidth levels and a network of �
nodes, � links in the worst case is 	���� ��� ��.

A drawback of WSPF is that it does not account for
knowledge of nature of traffic between ingress-egress pairs.
We choose WSPF as a good tradeoff between simplicity and
performance.

3 Limitations of Using Partial Network State
with Three Variables per Link

LPPrimary i j

LBBackup u v

r1(b1)= 5

r3(b3)= 12
r2(b2)= 10

GLB = 28

Primary-to-Backup Bandwidth Wastage

P1 

P3

P2
rnew(bnew)= 33

Figure 2. Primary-to-Backup Link Wastage

In the following, we will show that the use of three state
variables (
�� ��� ��) per link � leads to what we call
Primary-to-Backup link bandwidth wastage. Such wastage
may cause pessimistic link selection in backup path com-
putation and therefore higher request rejection and reduced
bandwidth sharing.

In order to provide bandwidth guarantees, the use of par-
tial network state information leads to the assumption that
the worst case load (maximum load on a link) over all links
in the primary path will be backed up on the backup path.
However, in most cases, a link in a backup path may only
support a part of the load of the primary path, since the pri-
mary path load is potentially distributed over a set of backup
paths. But in the partial state information scenario, only
the worst case values are known, as there is no informa-
tion on the distribution of the primary path load on different
backup links. Thus, there is a pessimistic assumption as to
the amount of free shareable bandwidth on a link belonging
to a backup path.

We illustrate this concept with an example shown in Fig-
ure 2. Consider link �� between nodes �, . Three exist-
ing primary paths ��� ��� �� routed for requests ��� ��� ��
with bandwidth requirements �� � �� �� � �	� �� � �
 use
this link which results in a load of ��� � 
� units due to
the primary path. Let us assume that the new request to be
routed ���� requires ���� � �� units of bandwidth. The
backup path routing is trying to evaluate suitability of link
�� between nodes �, � as a member of the backup path.
Let us further assume that only request �� is using the link
�� � ��� �� on its backup path. Also, let the current load
on �� induced by backup paths be ��� � 
 units with a
residual capacity of 
�� � �
.

If we assume the use of complete network state informa-
tion, then, the routing algorithm knows that of the primary
path load ��� , only the primary path for �� is backed up on
a path that uses link �� . Therefore, out of ��� � 
, only
� units is induced by link �� and an extra 
� units of band-
width already reserved is available for backing up the new
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request (free shareable bandwidth). Since, 
�� � �
 �

������ � ��� � 
�� � �	, the complete information case
will allow the selection of link �� in the backup path.

On the contrary, in the partial information scenario, only
the absolute ��� � ��� � 
�� values are known and the al-
gorithm does not know the distribution of ��� on link �� .
This forces a pessimistic assumption that in the event of
failure of link �� , not �� � � but �� � �� � �� � 
� units
may need to be backed up on �� . Clearly, the sum of the
free shareable bandwidth and the residual capacity on �� ,
���� � ������ � 
��� � �
 � 
� � �
� � ��, is less
than the new request size ��, and therefore, �� will not
be selected as a potential link in the backup path. In other
words, lack of extra information can lead to a disconnected
graph on which backup path is routed and cause the request
to be rejected. We call this kind of bandwidth wastage and
request rejection as Primary-to-Backup link wastage.

4 Backup Path Routing using Backup Load
Distribution Matrix

In this section, we describe a new form of state informa-
tion called Backup Load Distribution (BLD) matrix based
on the concept of backup sharing [7] and illustrate how we
can employ it to achieve better backup path sharing.

4.1 Concept of Backup Load Distribution (BLD)
Matrix
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Capacity               C  = [50, 50, 150, 150, 50,  50, 50, 150]

Primary Load      F  = [10, 10,     8, 26,  18,   6,   8,   12], max F = 26

Backup Load        G  = [26, 26,     6,   10,  10,   0,   0,  10] 
Residual Capacity R = [14, 14, 136, 114, 22,  44, 42, 128]

Figure 3. Example of a BLD matrix

Given a network with� links, each network node (router
or switch) maintains a � �� BLD matrix. If the primary
load �� on a link  is � units, entries ���� ��� �� � �
� � ��  �� �, record what fraction of � is backed up on

link �. Figure 3 illustrates this concept with an example net-
work with eight links and four primary paths ��� ��� ��� ��

with bandwidth requirements �	� � �
� � units of band-
width. The corresponding backup paths ��� ��� ��� �� are
also illustrated. The figure lists four vectors: (1) capac-
ity vector � that records the link capacities, (2) vector �
that records the load induced on each link by primary paths,
(3) vector � that records the load induced on each link by
the backup paths, and (4) residual capacity vector � that
records the residual capacity on each link.

Consider link ��. Primary path ��� ��� �� use this link
and therefore, its primary load is ���

� � ��� �  � �
 �
� � 
� units. The corresponding backup paths are �� �
���� ���, �� � ���� ���, and �� � ���� ��� ���. There-
fore, the backup load on these links can be written down as
���

� ���� � 
�, ���
� ��
� � 
�, ���

� ���� � �.
We can now see that out of ���

� 
� units of pri-
mary load on ��,  � �
 � � � 
� units are backed up
on ��� ��, whereas � units are backed up on ��. As per
the definition of BLD matrix, this leads to BLDM entries,
���� ��� �� � 
�� ���� �
� �� � 
�� ���� ��� �� �
�.

Also, note that for row 2, ����		����� �
� � � 
�
represents the maximum backup load on link �� induced
by any link in the network. In general, for any row �,
����		����� ��� � represents the maximum backup load
induced on link � by all other links. Clearly, for any link �,
����		����� ��� � � �
. Also, note that if the entries in
row � are sorted in decreasing order, we can identify links
that induce successively smaller amount of backup load on
link �. This knowledge helps in answering questions such
as (1) which two links induce the most load on link � or (2)
out of � links, which links induce �	� of backup load on
� etc.

The Primary-to-Backup link wastage described earlier is
avoided by use of BLD matrix. For the example shown in
Figure 2, ���� ���� � �� �� entry would be � as only re-
quest �� � � that uses �� is backed up on ��, and thus
avoid the pessimistic assumption that entire primary load
on �� may be backed up on �� .

Whenever a node routes new primary and backup con-
nections, it recomputes the ���� entries and distributes
them to other network nodes using OSPF. The changes to
OSPF and optimizations for minimizing the overheads of
this distribution are not described here due to space con-
straints. Note that for a network of fixed size, the size of
the BLD matrix and therefore, the maximum size of state
exchange between network nodes is fixed and is indepen-
dent of the number of paths. In other words, BLD matrix
captures only link state induced by paths but no path spe-
cific state. Frequent addition or deletion of paths changes
the matrix entries and requires state exchange between net-
work nodes. If the state exchange is completely distributed,
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in the event copies of BLD matrix at different nodes are in-
consistent, two or more nodes may end up selecting paths
consisting of links that do not have sufficient capacity to
accommodate their requests. In this case, the reservation at-
tempt of some of the nodes will fail and their requests will
be rejected. The BLD matrix entries will be consistent af-
ter subsequent OSPF updates are processed. One way to
minimize BLD matrix inconsistencies is to select reposi-
tory nodes that act as repository for BLD matrix state and
serve it to other network nodes. In the event of BLD matrix
changes, each node registers its changes with the repository
nodes and also, receives notification of changes made by
others. Details of these schemes are not discussed in this
paper.

4.2 Concept of Free Sharable Bandwidth

P1 = 10, P2 = 8, P3 = 12, P4= 6

L1

L2 L3

L7

L4
L5

L61

4

L8

Primary

L1

L2

L4

Backup

Figure 4. Concept of free bandwidth on a link
for backup sharing

Now, we will introduce the concept of free sharable
bandwidth on a link and show how the use of BLD ma-
trix allows its accurate computation. Consider the example
network in Figure 3 with associated BLD matrix and the
����
 vectors. Figure 4 shows a snapshot of this network
where in response to a new LSP request ���� , a candidate
primary path ���� ��� has been routed but not reserved and
���� ��� ��� is under consideration as a candidate backup
path. We can see from vector G (Figure 3) that the maxi-
mum backup load induced on ���� ��� ��� is ��	� 
�� 
��.

Let us take a closer look at link ��. From the BLD ma-
trix we know that the backup load induced by links in candi-
date primary path namely ���� ��� on �� is ����� ��� ��,
���� ��� �� = ��� �
�. So a maximum 18 out of 26 units
of backup reserved on�� will be required for backing up the
primary load on ���� ��� even before the new request ����
is admitted. In other words, there are extra  units of backup
bandwidth reserved for backing up some other links. If the
new request requires less than  units of bandwidth, then
no extra bandwidth needs to be reserved on link � � in the
candidate backup path. We call this  units of bandwidth on
link �� free bandwidth.

Formally, given a primary path � , the free bandwidth
available on a candidate backup link � is defined as

�
����� � ��������
������ ��� �� (1)

In our example, for backup path ���� ��� ���,
�
������ � �	, �
������ � , �
������ � �,
and therefore, if request size ���� is 6 units or less, no
bandwidth needs to be reserved on the candidate backup
path. As shown, the BLD matrix allows more accurate
computation of free sharable backup bandwidth on a link.

4.3 Modeling the Link Cost

The backup path computation procedure should favor
links that have large “free backup” bandwidth. From the
perspective of backup routing, every link has two kinds
of bandwidth available: (1) Free bandwidth (�
): that
is completely sharable and does not require extra resource
reservation. (2) Residual bandwidth (
): is the actual
capacity left unused on the link. If the LSP request size
� � �
���, then ���
��� units of bandwidth must be allo-
cated on the link to account for the worst case backup load
on the link. If the residual bandwidth 
��� falls short of
�� �
��� (i.e �� �
��� � 
���), then the link � cannot be
used on the backup path and is called an “infeasible link”.
Given this, cost of using link � on a backup path consists of
two parts: (1) cost of using the free bandwidth on the link
and (2) cost of using the residual bandwidth on the link.

���� �

���
��

� if �� ����� � ����� (� infeasible)
����� � �� if � � ������
����� � ���
��� ������ � ��� if � � ���������� ����� � �����

(2)

The cost metrics �� (��) should be selected in such a
way that selecting a link with high residual capacity 
���,
results in smaller cost. In other words, if 
���� � 
����,
then ������ � ������. One such function is ����� � ����
��	�
����

��, where 
�� � ���	
���. Similarly, if ��� �

���	� , then�� ��� � ���� � �	�
����

�� , satisfies the constraint
that if �
���� � �
����, then �� ���� � �� ����.

For primary path routing, the “free bandwidth” does not
play a role as the bandwidth has to be always reserved and
no sharing is possible. The cost in this case therefore is only
the cost incurred in using the residual bandwidth.

Given this cost function for a link, our routing algorithms
attempt to find backup paths with minimum cost, where cost
of the path is the sum of the cost of component links.

5 Routing Algorithms

In this section, we will describe two types of algorithms:
(1) Two step algorithm: This algorithm first computes a
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primary path using one of the many available algorithms
such as Minimum Interference Routing (MIRA) [6], or
Widest Open Shortest Path First (WSPF) [3]. For this can-
didate primary path, the algorithm then computes a least
cost backup path. (2) Iterative or Enumeration based al-
gorithm: This algorithm enumerates pairs of candidate pri-
mary and backup paths and picks the pair with smallest joint
cost. It uses the WSPF heuristic and associated data struc-
tures and and is therefore less generic. Both these algo-
rithms use ����� variables per link and the BLD matrix,
and run in bounded amount of time. Note that both our al-
gorithms can be deployed along with traditional OSPF and
WSPF routing algorithms.

5.1 Generic Two Step Algorithm

The basic pseudo-code for this algorithm is as shown in
the Algorithm in Table 1:

Table 1. Generic two-step algorithm

1: Tree T;
2: NetwGraph G,G’;
3: Path bkup, prm;
4: req = �	� 
� �� ;
5: prm = GetPrimaryPath (G,req);
6: if (!prm) return (null);

// Do Backup path computation
7: G’=RemoveLinks(G,prm);
8: G’=RemoveInfeasibleLinks(G’,BLD,prm);
9: AssignCostW(G’,BLD,prm);
10: bkp = SPFBackUpPath(G’);
11: if (!bkp) return(null);
12: UpdateNetworkState(G,prm,bkp);
13: return(prm,bkp,cost);

The first step in this algorithm (line 5) computes the
primary path � using an algorithm such as MIRA, PBR,
WSPF. If this step fails, the request is rejected (line 6).
Since backup and primary paths must be link disjoint, all
links in � are removed from the graph on which backup
path is routed (line 7). For the candidate primary path, us-
ing the BLD matrix, and Equation 1, the algorithm then
computes the �
����� on each link in the graph. Then
the algorithm removes all infeasible links from the graph
and computes new graph �� (line 8). Using the cost met-
ric defined in Equation 2, it then assigns cost ���� to each
link � and computes the backup path using the Shortest Path
(SP) algorithm on graph �� (line 10). If no path is found,
the path request is rejected. Otherwise, an attempt is made
to reserve the resources for primary and backup paths using
protocols such as RSVP or LDP. If reservation succeeds,
the algorithm updates the path related link state variables
and corresponding BLDM matrix entries. It then sends state
change packets to the appropriate neighbors (line 12). If the
reservation fails, the request is rejected.

We evaluated a specific instantiation of this generic algo-
rithm using the WSPF algorithm for primary path computa-
tion. We call this algorithm the Enhanced Widest Shortest
Path First (EWSPF). The complexity of this algorithm is
	�� ����� where � is the number of nodes and � is the
number of links or edges in the network graph.

5.2 Enumeration Based Algorithm (ENUM-
WSPF)

This algorithm enumerates candidate pairs of primary
and backup paths using pre-computed data structures in
the WSPF implementation and therefore is called ENUM-
WSPF. The basic idea in this algorithm is as follows: Given
a path request for ��� �� �� units, find the bandwidth ��� the
request is quantized to (line 5) (See figure 1). Using the
SPF trees stored in the ���, find the shortest path from � to
� (line 9,10) . Treat this path as a hypothetical backup path
and find a primary path that induces least cost ���� on this
path by searching SPF trees in all other bins. The search is
accomplished by the for loop (lines 12-25). When search-
ing for the primary path, it is likely that after links for the
backup path are removed, the tree at a given bin may be
disconnected for the required � and � pair (line 16). In this
case, a more expensive shortest path computation is done on
the original graph (lines 17, 18). Using the BLDM matrix,
Equations 1 and 2, and cost of primary path, the joint cost
of the ����� ���� pair is computed (line 20) and compared
to the current best pair (line 22-25). At the end of the inner
for loop (line 26), a best primary path for the backup path
from ��� is selected. The process is then repeated for every
higher bin (��� � ��� � �) (for loop: line 8-27). Clearly,
this approach enumerates pairs of primary and backup paths
and selects the one with least joint cost. The complexity
of this algorithm is ���� ����� for pre-computation and
	���� for the cost comparison.

6 Simulation Results

In this section, we describe simulations that characterize
the benefits of our proposed schemes. We conducted two
sets of experiments: (1) Experiment Set I (EXPTSET-I)
compares three different schemes: EWSPF, ENUM-WSPF,
and simple Shortest Path First (SPF). We simulated two dif-
ferent SPF schemes: (1) SPF-HOP: uses min-hop-count
as path metric and (2) SPF-RES: uses link costs based on
the residual capacity and computes lowest cost path. Both
SPF schemes compute two independent paths: one used as
primary and other as backup and do not attempt to share
backup paths. (2) Experiment Set II (EXPTSET-II) com-
pares our EWSPF scheme with Kodialam’s et al scheme’s
using data sets in their [7] paper.
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Table 2. ENUM-WSPF

1: Tree T;
2: NetwGraph G,G’;
3: Path bkup, prm;
4: req = �	� 
� �� ;
5: bin = Quantize(b);
6: if (��� �  )
7: bin= k;
8: for (��� � ���� �� ��� ��� � )
9: T = GetSPFTree (lvl,s);
10: bkp = GetPath(T,d);
11: if (!bkp) continue;
12: for (� � �� � ��� � �� ��� � � � ������)
13: T = GetSPFTree (j,s);
14: T’= RemoveLinks(T,bkp);

15: prm = GetPath(T’,d);
16: if (!prm)
17: G’= RemoveLinks(G,bkp);
18: prm = SPF(G’);
19: endif
20: cost= AssignCostW(bkp,BLD,prm);
21: cost = JointCost(prm,bkp);
22: if (mincost > cost)
23: best_prm = prm;
24: best_bkp = bkp;
25: endif
26: endfor
27: endfor

6.1 Simulator Details

In the following, we describe the network topologies,
traffic parameters and performance metrics we used.
LSP Request Load Table 3 shows the parameters used to

Table 3. Simulation parameters for EXPTSET-I
Property Values

Request (REQ) arrival Poisson at every router

Call holding time (MHT)
100 time units, exponen-
tially distributed

REQ Volume (RV) 50,000 to 300,000
Simulation time (STT) Fixed 50,000 units

Max LSP REQ SZ (LF)
2.5, 10% of the link capac-
ity

Mean REQ inter-arrival
time

Computed using RV and
STT

Destination node selection Randomly distributed

run the experiments in EXPTSET-I. Note that in reality, re-
quest load at various nodes may not be random and certain
node pairs may see dis-proportionate amount of requests.
However, no real life call traffic datasets are currently avail-
able in public domain.

For experiments in EXPTSET-II, we obtained from au-
thors Kodialam et al. a modified version of datasets they
used in their paper [7]. Their dataset contains 5 runs each
with 100 demands. All demands have infinite call duration

– once they are admitted, they do not terminate. The clear
drawbacks of this dataset are: (1) The number of demands
in the dataset is too small and will not capture the statistical
range required to achieve better averaging of performance
metrics. (2) Also, unlike the dataset in EXPTSET-I, the in-
finite connection holding time used in this dataset does not
resemble real network conditions, where connections are set
up and torn down.
Network Topologies Figure 5, 6 illustrate the homoge-
neous, heterogeneous network topologies we used in our
first set of experiment (EXPTSET-I). These topologies rep-
resent the Delaunay triangulation for the 20 largest metros
in continental U.S.
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Figure 5. Homogeneous network topology
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Figure 6. Heterogeneous network topology

For the experiment set II (EXPTSET-II), to compare our
EWSP scheme with Kodialam et al.’s scheme [7] we ob-
tained the network topology they used in their paper.
Quantization of Link Bandwidth for WSPF There are
two quantization schemes for the bandwidth that we use in
the EWSPF and ENUM-WSPF schemes. The exponential
quantization (EXP) uses three bandwidth levels of 0.01, 0.1
and 1.0 times the maximum requested bandwidth. The uni-
form quantization (UNIFORM) uses a more linear set of 6
levels which varies from 0.05,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7 and 1.0 times
the maximum requested bandwidth.
Performance Metrics We used following performance
metrics in our experiments: (1) Fraction Rejected (FR):
is the fraction of requests that were dropped. (2) Total
Bandwidth Saved Fraction (TBSF): is the fraction of total
bandwidth saved when compared to SPF-RES. It is defined
as  �!� � ����	����������	��	�


����	��	�

In EXPTSET-I, we
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measured both metrics, whereas in EXPTSET-II we mea-
sured the Fraction Rejected (FR) metric as we do not have
values for other metrics available from Kodialam et al [7].

6.2 Experiment Set I (EXPTSET-I)

Figure 7(a,b)1 illustrates the FR and TBSF performance
metrics described above measured for the four routing
schemes, namely EWSPF, ENUM-WSPF, SPF-HOP, SPF-
RES.
Homogeneous Case (1) Fraction Rejected: As expected,
the FR increases as the load or RV increases. EWSPF and
ENUM-WSPF are significantly better than SPF-HOP and
SPF-RES with up to 66% gains for 150,000 requests. As
the load (volume) increases, EWSPF performs better than
ENUM-WSPF. At 300,000 requests EWSPF provides 20%
improvement over ENUM-WSPF and 50% gains on SPF.
ENUM-WSPF performs slightly worse than EWSPF due to
using the pre-computed trees for both primary and backup
paths, whereas EWSPF uses the pre-computed trees only
for the primary path and recalculates the link weights for
the backup path. ENUM-WSPF trades off additional SPF
computation and attempts to use the existing trees as much
as possible. The main problem with using existing pre-
computed information is that the same tree may appear in
multiple bandwidth levels nullifying the enumeration pro-
cess and forcing ENUM-WSPF to resort to the shortest path
using residual capacity as the last resort. Hence the perfor-
mance of ENUM-WSPF which is still significantly better
than SPF-RES will tend to SPF-RES especially at higher
loads. For the rest of the discussion, we will compare both
EWSPF and ENUM-WSPF to SPF-RES which performs
slightly better than SPF-HOP. (2) TBSF vs Request volume:
In terms of the overall bandwidth saved when compared
to SPF-RES, we see that EWSPF saves 33% and ENUM-
WSPF saves around 18% over SPF. The gains decrease with
increase in load since links are saturated and finding free
shareable bandwidth becomes increasingly difficult with an
increase in the number of requests.
Heterogeneous Case

(1) Fraction Rejected vs Volume: Figure 7(c) shows FR
vs the volume for an LF value of 10% of the OC-48 links.
Since we have the access links at OC-12, an LF of 10% of
OC-48 will result in some requests that are nearly 50% of
the access link. This causes the access links to get saturated
very quickly and leads to higher rejection probabilities for
all the schemes. The gains of EWSPF/ENUM-WSPF are
also less over SPF-RES at the higher LF due to the early sat-
uration leading to dropping requests. (2) TBSF vs Volume:
We found that gains of EWSPF/ENUM-WSPF are sensitive
to LF; they are less at an LF of 10% as compared to an LF of

1In all graphs, legend WSP stands for EWSPF and ENUM stands for
ENUM-WSPF.
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Figure 8. TBSF (heterogeneous (LF=0.10)

2.5%. From Figure 8, we see that EWSPF provides around
28% gains and ENUM-WSPF provides 13% gains for a vol-
ume of 150,000 requests. However, once the LF is reduced
to 2.5% 2 the gains for EWSPF and ENUM-WSPF improve
to 35% and 20% respectively for the same request volume.

6.3 EXPTSET-II: Comparison to Kodialam et
al.’s scheme

From the results of EXPTSET-I, we see that EWSP per-
forms well in all the cases we considered and is very simple
to implement. Therefore, we selected EWSPF as a candi-
date algorithm to compare with Kodialam et al. algorithm.
We modified our simulator to handle the dataset described
in 6.1. Kodialam et al.’s scheme models the backup path
routing as a linear programming problem that uses only
three variables ����
. It develops a dual-based algorithm
that solves the primal linear program to obtain an upper
bound UB and it’s dual problem to obtain a lower bound
LB. Iteratively running the algorithm reduces (UB-LB) dif-
ference and brings the solutions closer to the optimal. Each
iteration involves solving multiple shortest path problems
and a large number of iterations ranging from 100-500 may
be required to get a satisfactory convergence. We call this
scheme as Linear Programming Approach (LPA) for the
rest of this discussion. We performed two kinds of experi-

Table 4. Comparison of EWSP with LPA
Scheme Total BW

(EXPT A)
Request Rejection
Fraction (EXPT B)

EWSP 2722 0.062
LPA 2736 0.064

ments: (a) EXPT A: when links have infinite capacity and
no request is rejected; (b) when links have finite capacity
and requests are dropped. For the first set of experiments,

2Graph for LF=2.5% not shown
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Figure 7. Performance results for various topologies

we measured the total bandwidth that is reserved by the
schemes for all requests. For the second EXPT B, The goal
of the second set of experiments is to measure the rejection
fraction. Our results are summarized in Table 4.

We can see that our scheme shows improvement in the
rejection fraction over LPA. The savings accrue from the
use of BLDM to reduce Primary-to-Backup link wastage
that was described in 3. However, we also noticed signif-
icant standard deviation among 5 runs (each with 100 de-
mands). We believe that the limited size of the datasets is
the cause of such large deviations, and also the relatively
small performance gains. Our scheme is very simple as it
involves only two shortest-path computations, unlike Ko-
dialam et al’s scheme which requires 10-100s of SPFs. It
is also easy to deploy, since it is directly based on link
state protocols. In our on going work, we plan to obtain
source code of Kodialam et al’s algorithm to test it on larger
datasets.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of distributed
routing of bandwidth guaranteed paths with restoration in
generic label switched networks . We proposed a new form
of constant size state information called Backup Load Dis-
tribution Matrix (BLDM) that captures for each link, the
distribution of primary load backed up on other links in
the network. This matrix eliminates the bandwidth wastage
common in approaches that use only three variables per link
�, namely: � , load induced by the primary paths, �, load
induced by the backup paths, and �, residual bandwidth.
We proposed two new algorithms: (1) Enhanced Widest
Shortest Path First (EWSPF) and (2) Enumeration Widest
Shortest Path First (ENUM-WSPF) that use the BLD matrix
and run in bounded amount of time. Our simulation results
for sample topologies show 30-50% reduction in number
of rejected requests and 30-40% savings in total bandwidth

used for backup connections.
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